The campus and community were lifted to more delight than the two hours of actual performance provided by the H.H.S. Pinafore, actors and actresses spread across the edge of the stage of Scott auditorium.

There were many surprises in store for audiences expecting an amateur production. Performers included a bevy of talented actors, including some of the brightest and most exciting students. The students, who had rehearsed for months, were able to present an enjoyably fresh interpretation of the piece.

The students were obviously satisfied as Barbour. Many solifiloquies in full costume were actually delivered, their voices blending with the orchestra in a way that was both unexpected and delightful.

Following the performance, there was much laughter from the audience and students alike. The students appeared to have thoroughly enjoyed their time on stage.

One of the most unique aspects of the performance was the opportunity for any audience member to ask a question of the performers. This created a lively and interactive atmosphere that made the performance even more enjoyable for all.

The success of the H.H.S. Pinafore production was a testament to the dedication and hard work of the students involved. It was a truly memorable event that will be remembered by all who attended.
Overworked Ladies

Perhaps the overworked ladies of the Registrar's office in Galpin need some assistance. Recent errors in scheduling have caused many of those who truly feel busy to service exams of the College Book Store could only take in half the additional material suggested by the students at their large hometown bookstore at Christmas, the improved service would more likely of the 1960's.
Cagers Upset Bishops

by Steve Avakian

Heads up defensive play and fine team effort provided the Scots with a good defensive victory over the nationally-ranked Battling Bishops from Ohio Wesleyan Saturday night in Severance gymnasium. Before last night's game, Wooster had lost a 76-68 conference final to the Bishops.

Wooster simply outplayed the Battling Bishops for the first time since January 30. The Scots couldn't have been more evenly matched against each other with only five points separating the two schools.

Two free throws by Luke Hafsa followed the technical summary and sent the Bishops to the free-throw line. Wooster then pushed the lead to 35-30 a few minutes later.

The Scots, who were leading 30-25 at the half, continued their defense throughout the game. Wooster was able to hold the Bishops to 25 points in the second half, while the Bishops managed to hold Wooster to 39 points.

Junior guard Alvin Black, who hit 12 of 17 free throws, led the Scots with 25 points. Sophomore guard Jim Reidinger added 14 points, and senior forward Bill Gribble scored 12 points.

The Scots' defense held the Bishops to just 32 percent from the field, including 0-10 from three-point range.

The win was the first for Wooster over a nationally-ranked team this season. The Scots now stand at 17-8 overall and 6-4 in the OAC, while the Bishops are 18-7 overall and 5-4 in the OAC.

The Scots will host the weekend with a game against the Wabash Little Giants on Saturday and the Franklin College Quakers on Sunday.
The high point of the spring semester will be the proposed debate in the Chapel, against one of the other teams. Rocky, as the chief rival, will be featured twice.

The Department of Education has announced that a new student teaching plan will go into effect at the beginning of the second semester. Student teachers in subjects other than music will be required to teach for half of every school day for nine weeks of their teaching semester.

Mr. Bureau of the Department of Education stated the advantages of the new teaching plan: "The students will be teaching for a full half day. This will enable them to experience a more realistic teaching situation than does the two-or-three hour a day schedule now in effect. As a result they should become better acquainted with the many facets of the teaching job."

Second semester student teachers will be introduced to the new teaching plan at the orientation and placement meeting to be held in Kiiska on Jan. 31. The students will begin teaching under the new program on Feb. 3.